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The SME Marketplace is targeted to enable financial inclusion 
for SMEs and let entrepreneurs start trade even without own 
capital. Starting from this core value proposition, the SME 
Marketplace is the foundation for a true trading platform, 
where all participants in the value chain are brought onto a 
single platform to create an entire ecosystem to service the 
SME economy. It essentially creates a closed loop trading 
environment for B2B2C. 

The Marketplace can be implemented with a specific SME 
segment in mind, building out a set of tailored services to 
that specific target group. When it is for example rolled out to 
support local agriculture, the Marketplace could, in addition 
to the basic service which revolves around access to working 
capital, also aggregate supply and demand.

Farmers would be able to purchase goods from larger suppliers 
(fertilizer, seeds, machines,...) at greater levels of discount and 
at the same time, the platform could also be used to aggregate 
demand and facilitate access to produced crops across multiple 
smaller suppliers to distributors. Integrating such Marketplace 
with government services creates to possibility to integrate 
processes around subsidies, tax or identity.

Marketplace – an overview BPC’s SME Marketplace
Fostering growth for SMEs 

Small businesses have always been the lifeblood of any 
economy, especially in emerging markets. Yet this segment of 
the market tends to have very limited to no access to financial 
products required for these enterprises to run and grow their 
business.

These MSMEs are traditionally not perceived as profitable target 
customer segments, in particular in emerging markets where a lot 
of the trade is still largely cash based or is run using alternative 
payment options. Even though a significant effort is made by 
governments, financial service providers and mobile network 
operators to create innovative solutions around payments, there 
remains a gap that needs to be closed in terms of providing these 
MSMEs access to working capital.

BPC’s SME Marketplace is all about financial inclusion for small 
enterprises. It gives those MSMEs access to financial products by 
creating a platform to service this segment of the market through a 
single Marketplace. The platform brings together these enterprises, 
their suppliers, providers of financial services and government 
to create an ecosystem where SMEs can thrive.  The Marketplace 
platform can support a broad set of use cases and be integrated 
with other transactional systems to create a richer ecosystem for 

trade.

Starting out as a platform to 
enable access to financing options 
and payment capabilities, the 
Marketplace can be developed 
into a complete end-to-end 
ecosystem for SMEs to grow their 
business – including a Marketplace 
for suppliers and small enterprises 
to do business and integration 
with government services 
(subsidies, tax, identity, etc).



Access to working  
capital for SMEs

Open lending for all SMEs  

The Marketplace offers a environment in which 
SMEs can apply for access to an unsecured 
line of credit. There can be multiple types of 
lenders backing the service, including traditional 
financial institutions, microfinance institutions, 
government, P2P lenders or investors. The 
Marketplace offers a powerful member 
management capability where all ecosystem 
participants can be on boarded onto the platform. 

The Marketplace allows the SMEs to overcome 
the hurdle of getting initial access to these types 
of financial products. By offering an unsecured 
credit line, based on an initial risk assessment, 
SMEs are granted access to the Marketplace. Over 
time, the SME profile gets enriched and the lender 
gets access to additional, contextual information 
about the enterprises credit history. Access to 
this information allows performing much more 
accurate credit scoring, which reduces the risk for 
the lender but also puts the SME in a position to 
get better rates.

Beyond basic services – 
building a richer ecosystem
Bringing SMEs onto the same a centralized platform is merely the starting point. 
Building on these core services, the Marketplace can be integrated with a wealth 
of additional services to create a true end to end trading platform for the SME 
market that benefits all stakeholders.
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Key benefits

SMEs’ needs at the  
heart of the solution

Marketplace can either be rolled out including a closed loop 
payment system but could equally be integrated with existing 
payment systems so small businesses can leverage these 
electronic payment options and accept payments through 
cards or closed loop wallet systems. As a result, traditionally 
cash based operations are also moved onto a digital platform 
and this creates additional information about the financial 
status of the SME, enriching its profile. In addition to the 
traditional electronic payment 
options, the Marketplace can integrate 
with government services around 
subsidies or social benefits. A farmer 
would for example be able to access 
subsidies through the Marketplace and 
immediately use these funds to buy 
seeds from a supplier connected to the 
Marketplace, fully transparent for all 
participants. 

By bringing different payment 
methods and government services 
onto the same platform, processes 
that are currently isolated can be 
unified and streamlined, and as these 
processes are conducted digitally, 
they create a wealth of additional 
information and allow funds to be 
traced. For governments, there is for 
example a significant benefit in bringing their services onto 
the Marketplace as the increased levels of automation and 
digitalization improve transparency and reduce the risks of 
fraud or corruption.

For SME
• Access to financial products 

without credit history

• Ability to build credit profile 
over time

• Access to full ecosystem to 
support business

• Access to additional supplier 
options - Marketplace can 
negotiate discounted rates with 
major suppliers on behalf of 
SME members

• Platform for distribution of 
produced goods

For Suppliers & Distributors
•  Guarantees offered by  

Marketplace

• Access to aggregated supply

• Efficient, centralized sales 
platform for suppliers to small 
businesses

• Platform for marketing and 
promoting products to entire 
SME ecosystem

For Government/Schemes
• Cost efficiency

• Low entry level access to 
financial products for mirco 
enterprises (Societal Benefit)

• Reducing paper based, manual 
processes and replace then 
with more effcient, fault tolerant 
processes - reducing fraud/ 
corruption risk, reduce the 
numner of middle men in the 
chain (process simplification)

• Service based offering -  
no license based model  
(low cost of ownership)

For Lenders
• Minimized credit risk as a result 

of accessing detailed loan 
applicant profile

• Improved credit scoring  
capabilities for lenders based 
on electronic credit history

• Guarantees offered by  
Marketplace

• Access to new market segments



Small shop owner (street vendor)
A small shop owner can onboard through 
an application process that is conducted 
through the Marketplace Agent network. 
When onboarding is completed, the 
merchant gets access to the initial credit for 
purchase of supplies. Depending on type 
of credit needed, Marketplace can present 
various options (MF, loan, P2P funding,…) 
and Marketplace will also provide a basic 
guarantee to the lender. 

As the shop owner runs his business 
and is able to pay his loans back, the 
Marketplace automatically creates a rich 
financial history for that shop owner. 
This information is extremely valuable for 
any future financing requirements as it 
provides a necessary insight into the shop 
owner’s credit history. This information 
reduces the credit risk for the lenders going 
forward but also allows the merchant to 
build a profile that gets them access to 
better lending conditions. The Marketplace 
operator can facilitate bulk payment of 
supplies and negotiate discounts on behalf 
of a group of Marketplace members. 

When the Marketplace also facilitates bulk 
purchases from suppliers provides the 
merchant access to goods at a reduced 
rate. At the same time, the Marketplace 
will provide the required guarantees to the 
suppliers. This provides these suppliers 
with a centralized, secure environment to 
market and promote their goods to the 
small merchant segment.

Agriculture (farmer)
A farmer can onboard through an 
application process that is conducted 
through the Marketplace Agent network, 
similar to the small merchant example. 
When onboarding is completed, the 
merchant gets access to the initial credit for 
purchase of supplies such as seeds, tools 
or fertilizer. 

In case the Marketplace is integrated with 
both lenders and government services, 
a farmer can access any of his financial 
means (whether those are government 
subsidies or credits from microfinance 
institutions) through a single platform. 
The Marketplace operators can onboard 
suppliers of relevant goods (seeds, tools or 
fertilizers for example) and grant the entire 
community access to those supplies at a 
beneficial rate. 

As the farmer grows and harvests his crops, 
the Marketplace can also serve as a trading 
platform for those farmers to market their 
goods and aggregate supplies for local 
merchants or distributors (who would be 
able to source crops across multiple farms). 
Through this additional sales channel, the 
farmer is more likely to sell his crops at 
acceptable price rates, repay his loans and 
build a solid credit history going forward.

Example Case Studies

As mentioned earlier, the Marketplace 
can be implemented with specific 
SME segments in mind. This allows 
bringing the most relevant products 
and services for that market segment 
onto a single platform and complete 
end to end ecosystem to cater for that 
target audience.
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A platform for SME inclusion

Request a free discovery workshop from BPC 
Banking Technologies and one of our experts 
will be in touch to book your 1-2-1 workshop.
bpcbt.com | info@bpcbt.com

Want to find out more?


